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Product line includes portable event and display 
merchandise and custom identity products. 

These items are only available to and through 
our distributor partners. 

In some cases, the hardware you receive may 
differ slightly from the images in this catalog, 
but we guarantee the same functionality. Prices 
do not include freight or special handling.

#Item Number Graphic Size 1 2-5 6-11
WASP                   8.5” x 11” $37.41 $35.74 $34.47

WASPXL                  11.75” x 18” $42.41 $40.49 $39.03

WASP / WASPXL | Mini Retractor Display
The WASP and the WASPXL are mini retractable tabletop 
displays that you can set up and take down in seconds. 
They have a rugged design and wide base to prevent 
tipping. They include one custom graphic banner. 
WASP graphics = 8.5”w x 11”h  
WASPXL graphics = 11.75”w x 18”h

ABOUT US

• Manufacturing Time = 2 Business Days
• Set-Up - $60.00

Custom Graphic Sign 18” x 24” 20” x 27” 24” x 32” 28” x 32”
Prices                $31.52 $32.89 $36.19 $45.65

Heavy Duty Easel
Graphics will never shift when placed on our silver aluminum heavy 
duty easel. It has clips on top that hold graphics securely and non-skid 
rubber caps on all three legs to help stabilize the display. It can be 
adjusted in height from 34” to 64”h. 

1 Easel (Hardware Only) $88.00 - Graphic Sign Sold Separately 
2-6 Easels (Hardware Only) $84.00 - Graphic Sign Sold Separately

• Soft carrying case included

#Item Number 1 2-5 6-12 13-24
IMPAFSF                   $266.47 $261.91 $213.87 $213.12

Our Snap A-Frame sign display allows you to change graphics
quickly and easily. Its hinged frame snaps open and
closed smoothly, securing your custom graphic sign on 
each side. The 45”h aluminum display comes with two 
32.5”h x 23”w custom graphic signs (included in price).

• Manufacturing Time = 2 Business Days
• Set-Up - $60.00 

BOOTH ACCESSORIES

Snap A-Frame

Graphic Sign for Easel | *28”w x 32”h is recommended*
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13oz Scrim Vinyl and EcoMark® Banners
High quality, durable custom banners for any occasion 
that will fit seamlessly into any environment. We use 
state-of-the-art equipment and world-class color 
matching programs are guaranteed to keep your brand 
pure. All of our digitally printed banners are fade, UV, 
water and scratch resistant. Hemmed perimeter, 
grommets or pole pockets included as needed. 

• Manufacturing Time = 2 Business Days

Size Material 1 2-5 6-12 13+

2’ x 4’                
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$56.00
$60.00

$53.20
$57.00

$42.56
$45.60

$40.43
$43.32

2’ x 6’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$84.00
$90.00

$79.80
$85.50

$63.84
$68.40

$60.65
$64.98

2’ x 8’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$112.00
$120.00

$106.40
$114.00

$85.12
$91.20

$80.86
$86.64

3’ x 4’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$84.00
$90.00

$79.80
$85.50

$63.84
$68.40

$60.65
$64.98

3’ x 6’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$126.00
$135.00

$119.70
$128.25

$95.76
$102.60

$90.97
$97.47

3’ x 8’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$168.00
$180.00

$159.60
$171.00

$127.68
$136.80

$121.30
$129.96

3’ x 10’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$210.00
$225.00

$199.50
$213.75

$159.60
$171.00

$151.62
$162.45

4’ x 8’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$224.00
$240.00

$212.80
$228.00

$170.24
$182.40

$161.73
$173.28

4’ x 10’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$280.00
$300.00

$266.00
$285.00

$212.80
$228.00

$202.16
$216.60

5’ x 6’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$210.00
$225.00

$199.50
$213.75

$159.60
$171.00

$151.62
$162.45

5’ x 8’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$280.00
$300.00

$266.00
$285.00

$212.80
$228.00

$202.16
$216.60

5’ x 10’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$350.00
$375.00

$332.50
$356.25

$266.00
$285.00

$252.70
$270.75

6’ x 8’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$336.00
$360.00

$319.20
$342.00

$255.36
$273.60

$242.60
$259.92

6’ x 10’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$420.00
$450.00

$399.00
$427.50

$319.20
$342.00

$303.24
$324.90

8’ x 10’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$560.00
$600.00

$532.00
$570.00

$425.60
$456.00

$404.32
$433.20

8’ x 15’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$840.00
$900.00

$798.00
$855.00

$638.40
$684.00

$606.48
$649.80

8’ x 20’
Vinyl

EcoMark®
$1,120.00
$1,200.00

$1,064.00
$1,140.00

$851.20
$912.00

$808.64
$866.40

BANNERS BANNERS

Choose from 13oz Scrim 
Vinyl, or EcoMark® fabric, 

an exclusive coated 
polyester material that 

is both recyclable & 
machine washable.

Banners are printed on site 
and are ready to ship within 

two business days.

We have several of the 
most technically advanced 

printers available - 
creating stunningly vivid, 

photo quality graphics 
in half the time.
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MARVELOUS Retractor Display 
The Marvelous Retractor Displays are affordable 
and have a light-duty mechanism making them 
appropriate for temporary displays and promotions. 
There are five different sizes, two material options 
and each comes with a custom graphic banner and 
a nylon carrying case.

#Item Number Material 1 2-5 6-11 Set-Up
MARVELOUS “A”

24” x 78”              
PolyMark®
EcoMark®

$167.00
$178.70

$162.00
$178.70

$155.50
$172.20

$60.00
$60.00

MARVELOUS “B”
31” x 78”

PolyMark®
EcoMark®

$196.23
$212.93

$191.23
$207.93

$184.73
$201.43

$60.00
$60.00

MARVELOUS “C”
33.5” x 78”

PolyMark®
EcoMark®

$208.75
$225.45

$203.75
$220.45

$197.25
$213.95

$60.00
$60.00

MARVELOUS “D”
36” x 78”

PolyMark®
EcoMark®

$233.80
$250.50

$228.80
$245.50

$222.30
$239.00

$60.00
$60.00

MARVELOUS “E”
47.5” x 78”

PolyMark®
EcoMark®

$275.55
$292.25

$270.55
$287.25

$264.05
$280.75

$60.00
$60.00

• Manufacturing Time = 2 Business Days

#Item Number Material 1 2-5 6-11
ALPHA

31.5” x 78”                 
PolyMark®
EcoMark®

$367.40
$384.10

$362.40
$379.10

$355.90
$372.60

ALPHA Telescoping Retractor Display
The Alpha Telescoping Retractor Display is an affordable and adjustable 
banner stand solidly built for long-term and extended use. A custom 
graphic banner and carrying case is included.

• Manufacturing Time = 2 Business Days
• First Time Set-Up = $60.00 

#Item Number Material 1 2-5 6-11
SYNCH

33.5” x 78”              
PolyMark®
EcoMark®

$364.06
$380.76

$359.06
$375.76

$352.56
$369.26

SYNCHRC
Cartridge Replacement

PolyMark®
EcoMark®

$197.70
$114.70

$92.70
$109.40

$86.20
$102.90

SYNCH Retractor Display
If you need to change your banner for different promotions, this is 
the retractor display for you. One cartridge with a custom graphic 
banner comes with the display, but you can buy as many different 
cartridges as you need and change your advertising in a snap! 

• Includes carrying case
• Manufacturing Time = 2 Business Days
• First Time Set-Up = $60.00 

#Item Number Material 1 2-5 6-11
XIAN X-Stand
31.5” x 70”              

EcoMark® $120.51 $115.51 $109.01

XIAN X-Stand & Banner Display
The Xian is our most affordable banner stand. Everything 
including a custom graphic banner, set-up charges, and a 
carrying case are included in the low price. It sets up easily 
in seconds and makes the perfect temporary display.

BANNER STANDS BANNER STANDS

SPECTRA Telescoping Retractor Display 

The Spectra and Spectra-XL Telescoping Retractor Displays 
are sturdy and made with high quality materials making 
them the right display for long term or frequent use. They 
feature a telescoping pole to adjust the height. Includes 
custom graphic banner and carrying case.

• Manufacturing Time = 2 Business Days

#Item Number Material 1 2-5 6-11 Set-Up
SPECTRA

33.5” x 80”              
PolyMark®
EcoMark®

$317.30
$334.00

$312.30
$329.00

$305.80
$322.50

$60.00
$60.00

SPECTRA-XL
46.5” x 80”

PolyMark®
EcoMark®

$400.80
$417.50

$395.80
$412.50

$389.30
$406.00

$60.00
$60.00

• Includes carrying case
• Manufacturing Time = 2 Business Days
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Table runners give your table throw that extra 
finishing touch. Dye Sublimation and digitally 
printed methods available.
Manufacturing Time = 3 Business Days.

Dye Sublimated Table Covers

6ft and 8ft Dye-Sublimated loose and fitted table 
covers are an elegant way to brand your 
company at your next trade show or special event. 
We print your full-bleed art on poplin fabric which 
provides a beautiful drape. These covers are easy 
to care for, are wrinkle resistant and machine 
washable. *Care instructions included.

• Manufacturing Time = 3 Business Days

#Item Number 1 2-5 6-12 13+ Set-Up Repeat Set-Up
IMPDS6L - 6’ Loose                   $330.00 $272.00 $242.00 $198.00 $80.00 $40.00
IMPDS6F - 6’ Fitted $330.00 $272.00 $242.00 $198.00 $80.00 $40.00
IMPDS8L - 8’ Loose $358.00 $290.00 $268.00 $242.00 $80.00 $40.00
IMPDS8F - 8’ Fitted $358.00 $290.00 $268.00 $242.00 $80.00 $40.00

Convertible Table Covers

Our convertible table covers are like having two 
throws for the price as one. They convert from an 
8’ loose cover to a 6’ fitted cover in seconds. We 
print your full bleed art on poplin fabric which 
provides a beautiful drape. Our cloths are easy 
to care for, are wrinkle resistant and machine 
washable. *Care instructions included.

• Manufacturing Time = 3 Business Days

#Item Number 1 2-5 6-12 13+ Set-Up Repeat Set-Up
IMPCONV-P (Panel Only)           $390.00 $350.00 $340.00 $325.00 $80.00 $40.00

IMPCONV - (Full Dye-Sub) $400.00 $360.00 $350.00 $335.00 $80.00 $40.00

#Item Number 1 2-5 6-12 13+ Set-Up Repeat Set-Up
IMPDS6S - 6’ Cover $330.00 $272.00 $262.00 $249.00 $80.00 $40.00
IMPDS8S - 8’ Cover $358.00 $290.00 $278.00 $259.00 $80.00 $40.00

Stretch Table Covers

6ft and 8ft stretch fitted dye-sublimated table 
covers are the go-to choice for a clean 
sleek look. We use a multi directional stretch 
fabric that will form to your tables shape. 
*Care instructions included.
• Manufacturing Time = 3 Business Days

TABLE COVERS TABLE COVERS

In addition to dye-sublimated table covers we also of-
fer stock polyester cloths in a variety of colors in both 
loose and fitted styles and 6’ or 8’ lengths. 
We can apply your logo or artwork to the front panel 
via thermal heat transfer. *Care instructions included.

Thermal Heat Transfer

#Item Number 1 2-5 6-12 13+ Set-Up Repeat Set-Up
IMPTTH6 6’ Loose $179.99 $159.99 $149.99 $129.99 $80.00 $40.00
IMPFTH6 6’ Fitted $219.99 $189.99 $179.99 $169.99 $80.00 $40.00
IMPTTH8 8’ Loose $199.99 $179.99 $159.99 $149.99 $80.00 $40.00
IMPFTH8 8’ Fitted $239.99 $219.99 $209.99 $199.99 $80.00 $40.00

Table Runners

DYE-SUBLIMATION RUNNER - $9.50SF  

DIGITALLY PRINTED RUNNER - $7.50SF  

• Manufacturing Time = 3 Business Days

white ivory black

silver navy royal

red

chocolate burgundy eggplant

purple fushia orange

green

6’ Fitted Cloths available in Black, Ivory, White, 
Navy, Royal, Red, Silver 
8’ Fitted Cloths available in Black, Ivory, White, 
Navy, Royal
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FALCON Flying Banner
The Falcon flying banner has a large amount of graphic 
space, and is well suited for larger graphics and detailed 
messages. The dye-sublimation process produces vivid 
imagery on the front with a lighter reverse image shown 
on the other side. Includes one custom dye-sublimated 
graphic banner, flag hardware and scissor base.

#Item Number 1 2-5 6-11
FALCON-A 7’ Tall                  $250.50 $237.98 $223.46

FALCON-B 10’ Tall $300.60 $285.57 $274.15
FALCON-C 14.5’ Tall $317.30 $301.44 $289.38

HAWK Flying Banner
The Hawk flying banner flutters with the slightest 
breeze, attracting more attention to your event or 
promotion. It has an extra long graphics area for 
horizontal messages and information, then widens 
at the bottom to anchor your logo or an image. The 
dye-sublimation process produces vivid imagery on 
the front with a lighter reverse image shown on the 
other side. Includes one custom dye-sublimated 
graphic banner, flag hardware and scissor base.

#Item Number 1 2-5 6-11
HAWK-A 9’ Tall                  $250.50 $237.98 $223.46

HAWK-B 13’ Tall $300.60 $285.57 $274.15
HAWK-C 17’ Tall $317.30 $301.44 $289.38

RAVEN Flying Banner
The Raven flying banner’s teardrop shape stands 
out in a crowd and works best with simple messages 
or a stand-alone logo. The dye-sublimation process 
produces vivid imagery on the front with a lighter 
reverse image shown on the other side. Includes one 
custom dye-sublimated graphic banner, flag hardware 
and scissor base.

#Item Number 1 2-5 6-11
RAVEN-A 8’ Tall                  $250.50 $237.98 $223.46

RAVEN-B 11.5’ Tall $300.60 $285.57 $274.15
RAVEN-C 15’ Tall $317.30 $301.44 $289.38

Base Options
Flying banners come with a standard scissor base, but other 
options are available including outdoor spikes, fork bases, 
heavy-duty flat bases and water ballasts. 

#Item Number 1 

1. Spinning Ground Spike          $15.03  

2. Basic Flag Spike  $18.42  

3. HD Ground Spike $55.99  

4. Ground Fork (Car Tire Fork) $15.03  

5. Silver Cross Base $17.28  

6. HD Flag Base w/Screw $55.99  

7. Round Water Ballast $55.99  

• In Stock - Ready To Ship

FLYING BANNERS FLYING BANNERS

• Manufacturing Time = 3 Business Days
• First Time Set-Up = $80.00  | Repeat = $40.00 

• Manufacturing Time = 3 Business Days
• First Time Set-Up = $80.00 | Repeat = $40.00 

• Manufacturing Time = 3 Business Days
• First Time Set-Up = $80.00 | Repeat = $40.00 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 6. 7.
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Vinyl Card Stock Name Badges
Affordable and lightweight vinyl card stock name 
badges are a popular choice. This material is the thickness 
of a credit card with a smooth, uniform surface which 
provides an excellent finish for digital printing. Colors 
are crisp, vivid and –most importantly – accurate. Choose 
from a matte or glossy finish. Includes a clip or pin backing.

• Prices start at $2.48 

• EcoBond® water based protective sealant available
• Manufacturing Time = 3-5 Business Days 
• First Time Set-Up: $40.00 | Repeat Set-Up: $25.00 

ABS Plastic Name Badges
ABS Plastic name badges have a thicker feel than vinyl 
card stock, measuring about .063”. ABS Plastic is an 
affordable option, and is bright white from surface to 
core. Your artwork is digitally printed and this material 
has a matte finish. Includes a clip or pin backing.

Custom Shapes
Create any name badge shape you can imagine with 
any of our materials and processes. Call us for a quote.

Engraving Stock Name Badges
2-ply engraving stock is an incredibly versatile material, 
creating a very polished and high-end product. This stock works 
well with just about any method of printing including digital printing, 
screen printing and engraving. There are 20 satin finish colors in stock 
as well as 13 metallic options. If you we don’t have the colors you need
in stock, we can get them for you quickly. Includes clip or pin backing.

Aluminum Name Badges
Lacquered aluminum badges are available in gold and
silver. This is a lightweight metal with an elegant brushed 
surface. Digital printing looks great on our aluminum 
material. For a little extra shine and protection, EcoBond®
water-based sealant is recommended to fend of scratches.
Includes a clip or a pin backing.

Brass Name Badges
Brass name badge material is the most upscale
material that we carry in stock. It’s durable, long-lasting
and has a rich satin finish with a light grain texture.
Digital printing works well on brass, but we can even
engrave and hand-fill this material for an incredibly
luxurious look. For a little extra shine and protection,
EcoBond® water-based sealant is recommended
to fend of scratches. Includes a clip or pin backing.

NAME BADGES NAME BADGES

Backings
All name badges come with a pin or 
a clip backing. Magnet backings are 
available for $1.25.

Name Badges

We use state-of-the-art manufacturing processes to create 
custom name badges. With so many 
options available, you can be sure that your badge will fit 
within your company’s specifications and standards. 
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safety response team

Promotional/Badge Add-Ons
If you have a special event or sales promotion, consider a custom name badge add-on! 

They are designed to sit between your name badge and a magnet backing. Name badge add-ons are 
digitally printed on vinyl card stock, which is about the same thickness as a credit card. They can be 
made into any shape you can imagine and will bring a lot of attention to what you’re promoting.

• Manufacturing Time = 2-5 Business Days
• First Time Set-Up: $40.00 | Repeat Set-Up: $25.00 

#Item Number Size 10-25 26-100 101-249 250+ Set-Up

IMPBADD7 Up to 7”sq. in $5.16 $3.01 $2.44 Call For Quote $40.00

IMPBADD14 Up to 14” sq. in $6.21 $4.10 $2.64 Call For Quote $40.00

VIP Passes

VIP passes are perfect for trade shows, conventions, club tours and special events. All VIP passes 
are custom made with your art and specifications. The most common material for VIP passes is 
vinyl card stock but we can also use ABS plastic, engraving stock, aluminum or brass. The prices 
show below are for passes that are digitally printed and up to 7”sq. 
Foil and holographs and custom shapes are also available. Call us for a quote.

• Manufacturing Time = 3-5 Business Days

Material 1-5 6-24 25-100 101-250 Set-Up
Matte Card Stock 1-sided             $10.44 $6.44 $4.86 $4.53 $40.00
Matte Card Stock 2-sided $13.44 $8.94 $6.81 $6.28 $40.00
Glossy Card Stock 1-sided $10.44 $6.44 $4.86 $4.53 $40.00
Glossy Card Stock 2-sided $13.44 $8.94 $6.81 $6.28 $40.00

ABS Plastic 1-sided $10.44 $6.44 $4.86 $4.53 $40.00
ABS Plastic 2-sided $13.44 $8.94 $6.81 $6.28 $40.00

Engraving Stock 1-sided $10.44 $6.44 $4.86 $4.53 $40.00
Engraving Stock 2-sided $13.44 $8.94 $6.81 $6.28 $40.00

Metallic Eng. Stock 1-sided $11.53 $7.53 $6.06 $4.62 $40.00
Metallic Eng. Stock 2-sided $15.53 $11.03 $9.01 $7.37 $40.00

Aluminum 1-sided $12.03 $8.03 $7.56 $6.12 $40.00
Aluminum 2-sided $15.03 $10.53 $9.51 $7.87 $40.00

Brass 1-sided $14.03 $10.03 $9.56 $8.12 $40.00
Brass 2-sided $17.03 $12.53 $11.51 $9.87 $40.00

BADGE ADD-ONS VIP PASSES

TAMPA PRIME OUTLETS

TAMPA PRIME OUTLETS

Brenda Peterson
Facilities Manager

KYLE
Cassity
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